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Across

1. When one feels 
sleepy in board 
meeting, perplexed 
groan carelessy 
ignored (7)

6. Show appreciation 
for a community (5)

7. Solver, maybe starts 
to open up after 
conclusion to mystery 
(3)

9. Designer seldom 
sold me fashionable 
designs? (6)

11. It puts the B into 
USB, by design (3)

13. Communists 
storing drug in 
wetland grasses (5)

14. On vacation 
overseas, starts to 
collect audience 
recognition for 6... (5)

17. ... airline carries, 
near the tail, another 6 
over the ocean? (5)

19. Propose removal 
of lid from chest of 
valuables (5)

20. Norse God twice 
beheads drunken 
Greek spirit (3)

21. Looking in the 
direction of force 
achieving victory (6)

22. Trebek, for one, 
finally downing drink 
(3)

23. Christopher 
possibly was an 
officer administering a 
district? (5)

24. Tidied mess after 
win - a celebration of 
solo achievement, 
according to Joe?! 
(2,3,2)

Down

1. A doctor admitted 
to disparaging review 
of strong grass? (6)

2. Father's odd and 
regularly absent son 
(4)

3. Lazy person finding 
solution of riddle 
without heading to 
dictionary (5)

4. I prepared 
shamefully 

problematic haul to 
throw away (6)

5. Feeds beyond 
capacity when missing 
large intestines (4)

8. Working on grateful 
message after 
politician was drained 
from swamp? (2,4)

10. A number of years 
are coming up (3)

12. Valuable fuel 
erupting under United 
States (6)

15. Unfilled clue 
contains detailed 
suggestion for Joe? (6)

16. Sailor to realise 
objective (6)

17. First sign of 
dermatitis covered by 
possibly grizzly facial 
hair (5)

18. Rainbow, perhaps 
observed in March (3)

19. Discovered 
transient star starting 
to look like an egg (4)

20. Limited by 
revolting diet (4)


